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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of)
inventions in this international application, as follows:

1 . claims: 1-24, 34-40 and 45

A photovoltaic device comprising a substantially transparent
electrode located between a substrate and a semiconductor
film. The substantially transparent electrode comprises,
moving away from the substrate, a substantially transparent
conductive substantially metallic infrared reflecting layer
comprising silver and/or gold, and a transparent conductive
oxide (TCO) film. A layer comprising metal oxide is located
between the IR reflecting layer and the TCO film.

(From the wording of claim 35 it is clear that claim 35
should be formulated as being dependent on claim 34)

2 . claims: 25-27 and 41-43

A photovoltaic device with a substantially transparent
electrode located between a substrate and a semiconductor
film. The substantially transparent electrode comprises,
moving away from the substrate towards the semiconductor
film, a substantially transparent conductive substantially
metallic infrared reflecting layer comprising silver and/or
gold, and a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) film; wherein
said TCO film comprises a first layer comprising a first
metal oxide and a second layer comprising a second metal
oxide, the first layer having a resistivity substantially
less than that of the second layer of the TCO film, and
wherein the first layer of the TCO film is located closer to
the front substrate than is the second layer of the TCO
film.

3 . claims: 28-33 and 44

A photovoltaic device with a substantially transparent
electrode located between a substrate and a semiconductor
film. The substantially transparent electrode comprises,
moving away from the substrate towards the semiconductor
film, a substantially transparent conductive substantially
metallic infrared reflecting layer comprising silver and/or
gold, and a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) film; wherein
a dielectric film is located between at least the substrate
and the substantially transparent front electrode; the
dielectric film comprising multiple layers, wherein said
dielectric film comprises, moving away from the substrate, a
first dielectric layer and a second dielectric layer, the
first dielectric layer having a refractive index lower than
that of the second dielectric layer.
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